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See also MapArchitect, an application from B3MG Software for viewing, printing, and printing map data. References External links Map Pro Mapbox MapPrinter OpenMap Category:Geographic information systemsThe United States recently unveiled plans to withdraw up to 7,000 troops from Afghanistan by the end of this year in a peace deal signed with the Taliban. For many Afghans, the US
decision to end its mission comes as a relief, after a decade of costly war and countless casualties. Many Afghans feel it’s time to let the country get on with its own future, free of foreign intervention. This is the message of a new documentary by Academy Award-winning director Joanna Natasegara. When we first meet Malalai Joya, the actress-turned-politician and leading voice of Afghanistan’s
Green Party, it’s in the courtroom of the United Nations, where she is battling to retain her political mandate as a member of the Assembly. She accuses the government of lying about her role in a 2008 assassination attempt on the then President Karzai, and refuses to give up her seat. With her husband and two small children, she has been trying to rebuild her life since the attack, which left her
widowed and with a serious leg injury. Natasegara’s film shows how the events of that night, and the events of the Afghan war since then, have made Joya a potent and controversial figure in a country struggling to govern itself. Her determination to continue fighting for her right to run for office – and to live a normal life – speaks to an individual who has emerged from the decade-long war as a
symbol of unity and freedom, as well as an outspoken voice against the Taliban and any US-led occupation. She is currently living in a large house she has renovated, paid for entirely from her own savings. Today, as Afghanistan enters a new era of peace and reconstruction, and the government comes to terms with the transition to democracy, Natasegara's film is a unique portrait of the country's
principal opposition force.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a surface acoustic wave device, more particularly, to a surface acoustic wave device using an elastic wave propagating on a surface of a piezoelectric substrate such as a quartz substrate, lithium tantalate substrate, or lithium niobate substrate. 2. Description of 82157476af
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